Project Update: December 2018
Community Education and Awareness Creation
Education and awareness creation on Owabi Wildlife Sanctuary was launched on 24th
November 2018. This was based on the earlier development of resources such as
signposts, banner, brochures and t-shirts to promote awareness and educate fringe
communities.
The project has installed three giant signposts at the entries to the sanctuary. The
signpost provides valuable information as well as a caution of no damage to the
sanctuary in order to enhance the conservation status of the area. This will provide a
first-hand information to any individuals entering the sanctuary.
An educational float involving school children matching with Owabi Wildlife Sanctuary
banner (with an indication of “help save Owabi Wildlife Sanctuary’’) throughout the
fringing communities has been a success in terms of awareness creation. This activity
has reached a wider audience in the community to help and protect the sanctuary
for its continuous benefit.
Also, a well-organised education involving all the project fringing communities, Wildlife
Division (manager and staff), assembly man and the Unit Committee Chairman has
successfully been done. This was to shed more light on the importance of the area, its
associated threats, validating and instituting the integrated ecosystem assessment
done on Owabi Wildlife Sanctuary into its management plans and the follow up of the
project recommendations. Educational brochures and t-shirts were also shared
among the people to extend awareness into a larger audience in case some
individuals were not present at the educational grounds. Currently the project team is
drafting its final reports and to be shared among interest stakeholders. Also the project
team is actively searching for funding to continue project recommendations.
A more visualised information about the activities can be seen in the appendices
below.

Left: Project team together with Wildlife Division launching sign post 1. Right: Project
team together with Wildlife Division launching sign post 2

Left: Students floating in project communities to promote awareness. Right: Wildlife
Division together with community members during education.

Left: Community members with Owabi T-shirts during education. Right: Wildlife
Manager educating project communities about sustainability of the Sanctuary.

Community education in progress.

Left: Project T-shirt1. Right: project T-shirt 2.
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Owabi Wildlife Sanctuary educational brochure that was designed and shared
among fringing communities.

